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UNIVERSAL DIGITAL PLAYER IN A FULLY-FLEDGED HI-FI FORMAT
“[…] The MMS 730 from Magnat is a streamer that is capable of
transferring all of the currently available digital content to an amplifier.
It can be easily integrated into an existing WLAN or LAN setup and,
thanks to its full-size housing, is capable of nestling comfortably into
existing systems.”
“[…] The treble frequencies are also finely worked out and forwarded
to the amplifier with a wonderful amount of detail. It is simply
outstanding in this price range!”
“[…] In terms of connectivity, Magnat has done a lot of things right with
the MMS 730.”
+ Simple network integration
+ Clear and concise app
+ Very good workmanship
+ Bluetooth reception
+ FM reception
+ DAB reception
+ Very good DAC
+ Balanced sound
+ Dynamic bass

Conclusion:
With its high-quality and fully-fledged housing, Magnat’s MMS 730
can be perfectly integrated into existing hi-fi systems. It expands
these systems with all of the digital signal paths that are available
and, for good measure, it also features a good radio/DAB+ receiver.
So if you want to make your old stereo system network-compatible,
you’ve definitely come to the right place. The integrated converter
does an exquisite job and can even outdo many DACs that are found
in amplifiers of a similar price range. When it comes to streaming
- whether it’s from local storage or a music service - Magnat’s unit
delivers a polished performance in every respect. The only cause for
criticism is the display, which is small from my point of view. This
minor problem, however, can be solved by using the clearly designed
smartphone app, which offers all of the necessary functions to listen to
music from any source.”
Overall: 			79/80
Class: 			Mid-range
price/performance:
Very good
Read the full review at www.lite-magazin.de.
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